O‘ahu’s haunted sites: Visit if you dare...

Kewalo (near Sand Island)
Kewalo, lower-class servants, were sacrificed in a ceremony called K‘ia‘i Hee Hee or “sliding the servants under the wave of the sea”. The ghosts of Kewalo are said to be seen marching out of the ocean at night.

Dole Cannery Theater
Built over an ancient Heiau, the theater is said to be haunted by a middle-aged man who watches theater-goers from a top center seat in theater 333. In the early 1980’s, a school bus of children crashed near the site of the Heiau, killing several children. Voices of children can be heard in the theater’s restroom.

King Intermediate School
The banyan tree outside of C Building has many reports of being haunted, as well as the bathroom where a young student hung herself when she discovered she was pregnant.

Diamond Head Tennis Center
People report sighting the ghost of an angry man accompanied by a strong odor. He paces back and forth as if he is guarding the area.

Top Five Halloween Movies

**Halloween**
The 1978 classic, about a six-year-old boy named Michael Myers who murdered his sister on Halloween. He was sent to a mental institution in which Dr. Samuel Loomis supervises him. Fifteen years later, Michael escapes from the institution just a few days before Halloween. Dr. Loomis searches for Michael and tries to warn the town, and tries to stop Michael before it is too late.

**The Texas Chainsaw Massacre**
The 1974 movie came out based on true events. It is 1973, and a group of young adults are driving to Dallas to see a concert. They come across a small town called Travis County and pick up a woman who tells them to turn around. They don’t turn around, so the woman pulls out a gun and shoots herself. They decide to visit the Sheriff’s house where his psychotic family threatens them. The Sheriff sends out a terrifying man with a demented face and a chainsaw to kill.

**Scream**
Just one year after Sydney Prescott’s mother was murdered, a mysterious serial killer murders several of her peers. Gail Weathers, a tabloid reporter, and Deputy Dwight Riley investigate the case. They suspect that the killer is the same person who killed Sydney’s mother. The killer is after Sydney, but no one knows who the killer is. Everyone is a suspect.

**A Nightmare on Elm Street**
Freddy Krueger murdered several children with razor blade gloves. He was burned alive in a boiler room by angry parents of the children. Several years latter, the children whose parents killed Freddy Krueger, start having nightmares about him. A couple of days latter the family’s son is killed, and the father buries him in the pet cemetery, hoping his son will come back to life. He does comes back to life, but as a completely different person.

**Pet Semetary**
This 1989 movie is based on a Stephen King novel. After a family’s cat gets run-over, their neighbor shows them a pet cemetery where they can bury the cat. Shortly after, the cat returns. The family believes it is the same cat, but find out it is evil. A couple of days latter the family’s son is killed, and the father buries him in the pet cemetery, hoping his son will come back to life. He does come back to life, but as a completely different person.